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Lingering injuries dnd

Damage typically leaves no long-term effects. This option introduces the potential for long-term damage. It will tell you when to investigate the long-term damage. The inventory may sustain long-term damage under the following conditions: when it takes a critical hit when it drops to 0 hit points but is not killed unfolding when it fails to throw
death savings by 5 or more to determine the nature of the damage, roll on the long-term damage desk. This table assumes conventional humanoid physiology, but you can adapt the results for organisms with different body types. Long-term d20 injury 1 eye loss. You have a disadvantage in the wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on
vision and on range attack rolls. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore lost eyes. If there is no eye injury left after this injury is maintained, it will be blinded. 2. Loss of arm or hand. You can no longer hold something with two hands and can hold only one object at a time. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 3. Loss
of leg or leg. Your speed has been halved on foot, and you should use crutches or crutches to move unless you have a nailed leg or another prosthesis. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the Dexterity check made to balance. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. four limp .
Your speed is reduced by 5 feet on foot. You must make DC 10 saving the launcher after using the dash action. If you fail the reserve, you are prone to fall. The magical healing removes his limp. 5-7 internal injury. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose
your action and can't use reactions until the start of your next turn. The damage heals if you receive magical healing or if you spend ten days doing nothing but relax. 8-10 Broken ribs. It has the same effect as internal damage above, except that the DC reserve is 10. 11-13 Terrible wound. You are speaking as bad as the wound cannot be
easily hidden. You check the charisma (persuasion) and advantage in checking the charisma (intimidation) disadvantage. Magical recovery of level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes the wound. 14-16 Festive wound. Your maximum impact point is reduced by 1 every 24 hours the wound persists. If your hit point
drops maximum to 0, you die. The wound heals if you receive a magical healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to ulcers and dc 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every 24 hours. After ten successes, the wound heals. 17-20 small wounds. The wound has no adverse effect. Magical recovery of level 6 or higher, such as healing and
reconstruction, removes the wound. Instead of using the effect described in the table, you can put the responsibility of representing the long-term damage of a character at hand Roll onto the table long-term damage normally, but instead suffer the effect described for that result, that character achieves a new flaw with the same name. It's
up to the player to express long-term injury during the game, just like any other flaw, with the potential to gain inspiration when the injury affects the character in a meaningful way. The long-term damage of a variety of bludgeoning acid force fires cold Lightning Necrotic noisy radiant psychological poison slashing thunder it will make you
decide to check for long-term damage. An existing may sustain long-term damage under the following conditions: when it takes a critical hit. When it drops to 0 points hit but is not killed outright. When it fails throw death savings by 5 or more. To determine the nature of the damage, determine the type of damage that causes damage and
roll onto the appropriate table below that relates to the type of damage. If multiple types of damage cause damage, use the type that collides the majority of the damage, or accidentally determine the type of damage to use when you roll for long-term damage. These tables assume conventional humanoid physiology, but you can adapt
results for organisms with different body types. If you choose, you can also allow damage that requires rebuilding or other high-level magic to naturally improve, due to a significant amount of time. d20 Long-term injury 1 blindness. Your eyes are gone; Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore your eyesight. 2 minor blindness. Your eyes are
damaged; You have a disadvantage in the wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on vision and on range attack rolls. Magic like a rebuilding spell can heal damage to your eyes. If you've already had partial blindness, you're blind. 3. Destroy the hand. You can no longer hold something with two hands and can hold only one object at a
time. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 4. Destroy feet or feet. Your speed has been halved on foot, and you should use crutches or crutches to move. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the Dexterity check made to balance. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the
damaged ales. 5-7 Major Nuralji. You are in constant pain from nerve damage. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your next turn. Magical healing from level 6 or higher, such as healing and rebuilding,
neuroalgia treatment, or if you spend twenty days doing nothing but rest it resolves itself. 8-10 Minor Nuralji. It has the same effect as The High Major Nuralji, except that DC Reserve is 10, it will only take 10 days for it to dissolve itself . 11.13 Terrible misguiding. You have acidic burns to the point that the wounds cannot be easily hidden.
You check the charisma (persuasion) and advantage in checking the charisma (intimidation) disadvantage. Magical recovery of levels 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes acid burn wounds. 14-16 Blisters. you have a severe blister . You have a weakness in decasterity checks, blisters improve if you get a magical
healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to blister and DC 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every 24 hours. After seven successes, blisters improve. 17-20 Minor misguiding. You have acidic burn wounds, but it doesn't have an adverse effect, magical healing level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes acid burn
wounds. d20 Long-term injury 1 brain injury. you have brain damage . You throw weaknesses in intelligence, wisdom, and charisma checks, as well as intelligence, wisdom, and saving charisma. If you fail throwing saves against bludgeoning damage, force damage, or psychological damage, you are also perplexed until the end of your
next innings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the full function of your brain. 2 broken feet. Your speed has been halved on foot, and you should use crutches or crutches to move. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the Dexterity check made to balance. If your leg is agghadded with
successful DC 15 wisdom (medical) checks, then magical healing from level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, improving a broken leg , or it will heal naturally in 8 weeks. If the effects are not ached before recovery or allowed to heal, the effects will remain broken and ached until it is broken again. 3 broken arm. You can no
longer hold something with two hands and can hold only one object at a time. If your arm has been edged with a successful DC 15 wisdom (medical) review, then magical healing from level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, improving a broken leg, or it will heal naturally in 8 weeks. If the effects are not ached before recovery
or allowed to heal, the effects will remain broken and ached until it is broken again. 4 internal damage. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your next turn. Magical healing level 6 or higher, such as
healing and rebuilding, treating damage, or if you spend ten days doing nothing but relax, it will heal naturally. 5-7 broken ribs. It has the same effect as internal damage above, except that the DC reserve is 10. 8-10 Major concussion. You throw in intelligence checks, wisdom checks, and charisma checks, as well as constitutional savings
to keep the focus a disadvantage. Magical healing levels 6 or higher, such as healing and It treats concussion alternatively, it heals itself in four weeks. 11-13 minor concussion. You have a weakness about information checks, concussion improves if you receive any magical healing; Alternatively it finds itself improving in two weeks. If you
already have a minor concussion, you will suffer a major concussion. 14-16 Severe bruising. You will suffer severe bruising over a wide part of your anatomy. Whenever you suffer bludgeoning or force damage, you will suffer an extra point of bludgeoning or force damage. Bruising improves if you receive magical healing. Alternatively, it
finds itself improving in 2 weeks. 17-20 Broken nose. Your broken nose is painful but has no adverse effect. Any magical healing improves your nose, although it may improve crooked if it is tilted when healing is applied. d20 Long-term injury 1 eye injury. One of your corneas is damaged by frostbite. You have a disadvantage in the
wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on vision and on range attack rolls. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore damaged corneas. If you have no cornea that remains unsealed after sustaining this damage, you have been blinded. 2. Systemic damage from frostbite. You throw a weak spot in power, power, and constitutional checks on
ability and power, and the constitution saves. Magic like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. 3 Gangrene of the Hand. You can no longer hold something with two hands and can hold only one object at a time. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the crushed alage. 4 Gangrene of the Foot. Your speed has been halved on foot, and you
should use crutches or crutches to move. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the Dexterity check made to balance. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the crushed alage. 5-7 Major Nuralji. You fixed, painful nerve damage over a large part of your body. Whenever you attempt action in a fight,
you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your next turn. Magical healing from level 6 or higher, such as healing and rebuilding, neuroalgia treatment, or if you spend twenty days doing nothing but rest it resolves itself. 8-10 Frostbitten Foot. Your
speed is reduced by 5 feet on foot. You must make DC 10 saving the launcher after using the dash action. If you fail the reserve, you are prone to fall. Magical treatment cures frostbite. Alternatively, your foot can be treated with successful DC 15 wisdom (medical) reviews, in which case it will recover naturally in 2 weeks. 11-13 Frostbiten
hand. Randomly determine which hands are frozen. In order to understand or manipulate an object with that hand, you must successfully check on DC 15 Dexterity. Magical treatment cures frostbite. Alternatively, your hand can be treated with a DC 15 Wisdom (Medical) review, in which case it will heal naturally in 2 weeks. 14-16 Minor
Nuralji. This work has the same effect as The High Major Nuralji, except that the D.C. reserve is 10 and only takes ten days to dissolve itself. 17-20 Anosmia. You lose your sense of smell and taste, you automatically fail any ability checks that include your sense of smell or taste. This condition improves if you get any magical healing. d20
long-term injury 1 eye loss. You have a disadvantage in the wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on vision and on range attack rolls. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore lost eyes. If there is no eye injury left after this injury is maintained, it will be blinded. 2 fourth degree burns. You throw a weak spot in checking the ability and
power, power, and constitutional savings. If you fail throwing saves against the effect that causes fire damage, you also gain perplexed status until the end of your next turn. Magic like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. If you already have fourth degree burns, you must save on DC 15 Constitution to throw or die successfully. 3 third degree
burns. You throw a disadvantage at the ability checks and the constitution of saving. If you fail throwing saves against the effect that causes fire damage, you also gain perplexed status until the end of your next turn. Magic like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. Alternatively, someone can tend to burn and dc 15 wisdom (medical) reviews
once every week. After ten successes, the burns heal. If you already have third degree burns, you will suffer fourth degree burns instead. 4 second degree burns. You have a weakness in power, power, and constitutional checks. Magic like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. Alternatively, they will improve on their own in 4 weeks. If you
already have second-degree burns, you will suffer third-degree burns instead. 5-7 Major Nuralji. You fixed, painful nerve damage over a large part of your body. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your
next turn. Healing magical levels 6 or higher, such as healing and regeneration, neuroalgia treatment, or if you spend twenty days doing nothing but relax, it will resolve itself. 8-10 Minor Nuralji. It has the same effect as Major Nuralji above, except that DC reserves 10, and it will resolve itself in ten days. 11.13 Terrible misguiding. You burn
wounds to the point that it cannot be easily hidden. You check the charisma (persuasion) and advantage in checking the charisma (intimidation) disadvantage. Magical healing level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, eliminates burn wounds. 14-16 Blisters. you have a severe blister . You have a weakness about decasterty
checks. You get a magical healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to blister and DC 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every 24 hours. After seven successes, blisters improve. 17-20 first-degree burns. You will have superficial but painful burns. Whenever you fire damage, you make an extra 1 point of damage. Magical healing burn
treatment; Alternatively, they will improve themselves in 2 weeks. If you already have first-degree burns, you will suffer second-degree burns instead. d20 Long-term injury 1 brain injury. you have brain damage . You throw weaknesses in intelligence, wisdom, and charisma checks, as well as intelligence, wisdom, and saving charisma. If
you fail throwing saves against bludgeoning damage, force damage, or psychological damage, you are also perplexed until the end of your next innings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the full function of your brain. 2 explosive terrain of hand. You lose your hand, you can't hold anything with two hands anymore, and you can hold
only one object at a time. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 3 explosive ground of foot. You lose one leg, your speed is halved on foot, and you have to use crutches or crutches to move unless it has a nailed leg or another prosthesis. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the
Dexterity check made to balance. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 4 Kidney failure. Once you complete a long break, you must succeed in constitutionally saving DC 15 launchers or obtaining poisoned status until you complete the long break. Magic-like spell reconstruction can cure your kidney failure.
Alternatively, someone can tend to kidney failure and check DC 15 Wisdom (Medical) once every week. After ten successes, kidney failure is solved. 5-7 Arrow Arc. on the table of fire . 8-10 heart damage. You gain levels of fatigue that cannot be removed by natural means. If you fail throwing saves against fear or fear effects, you gain
another level of fatigue that can be eliminated by normal means. Magic like a rebuilding spell can improve your heart damage. 11-13 musculoskeletal breakdown. You must throw a disadvantage in checking the power and power savings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can cure your muscle breakdown. Alternatively, it will settle on its own in
6 weeks. 14-16 Muscle spasms. You have a weakness about decastertic checks, magical healing of your muscle spasm. Alternatively, they settle into their own in 2 weeks. 17-20 Bronze Arrows. you have superficial burns . You will be red as a lobster, but otherwise suffer no mechanical effects. Magical healing cures your flash burns.
Alternatively, they will improve on their own in 2 weeks. d20 Long lasting damage 1 spiritual damage. You have severe indifference and depression. You have a weakness. Intelligence, wisdom, and charisma throw the ability to check and intelligence, wisdom, and save charisma. Magic like a spell of healing or reconstruction can resolve
your spiritual damage, but such spells must be poured by a spiritual, dravid or other class that uses divine magic. 2 Withered Hand. You lose your hand, you can't hold anything with two hands anymore, and you can hold only one object at a time. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 3 feet vitride. Your speed has
been halved on foot, and you should use crutches or crutches to move. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the Dexterity check made to balance. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 4 major member necrosis. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15
Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your next turn. Magical healing level 6 or higher, such as healing and regeneration, treats the main organ necrosis. 5-7 minor organ necrosis. It has the same effect as the major member necrosis above, except that the DC
reserve is 10. 8-10 Necretic snoche. You smell like rotten meat. Magical healing of level 6 or higher, such as healing and regeneration, destroys smell. 11-13 Necrotized wounds. Your maximum impact point is reduced by 1 every 24 hours the wound persists. If your hit point drops maximum to 0, you die. The wound heals if you receive a
magical healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to ulcers and dc 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every 24 hours. After ten successes, the wound heals. 14-16 Inflammation. Your muscles become agitated and inflamed. You have a weakness in power checks, it relieves the magical healing of inflammation. Alternatively, it will settle on
its own in two weeks. 17-20 Nephrotic discoloring. You will get white and gray spots on your cheeks. Spots have no adverse effect. Magical healing level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes stains. d20 long-term injury 1 eye loss. You have a disadvantage in the wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on vision and on
range attack rolls. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore lost eyes. If there is no eye injury left after this injury is maintained, it will be blinded. 2 throat damage. You gain levels of fatigue that cannot be removed by natural means. You have a weakness in constitutional checks, too. Magic like a rebuilding spell can improve your throat
damage. 3 groin injury. Your speed has been halved on foot, and you should use crutches or crutches to move. You can't do the dash action. Magic-like spell reconstruction can improve groin damage. 4 heart damage. You gain levels of fatigue that cannot be removed by natural means. If you fail to throw a saving against fear The effects
of fear, you gain another level of fatigue that can be eliminated using natural. Magic like a rebuilding spell can improve your heart damage. 5-7 organ damage. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your
next turn. Magic like a rebuilding spell can cure your member's injury. Alternatively, someone can tend to organ damage and dc 15 wisdom (medical) review once per day. After ten successes, the organ injury is solved. 8-10 Perforated stomach. Once you complete a long break, you must be constitutionally successful in saving DC 10
launchers or obtaining poisoned status until you complete the long break. The magical healing of level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, improves the perforated stomach, or heals itself if you spend ten days doing nothing but rest. 11-13 Terrible wound. you hate it to the extent that the wound cant be easily hidden . You
check the charisma (persuasion) and advantage in checking the charisma (intimidation) disadvantage. Magical recovery of level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes the wound. 14-16 Festive wound. Your maximum impact point is reduced by 1 every 24 hours the wound persists. If your hit point drops maximum to 0,
you die. The wound heals if you get any magical healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to ulcers and dc 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every 24 hours. After ten successes, the wound heals. 17-20 small wounds. The wound has no adverse effect. Magical recovery of level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes
the wound. d20 Long-term damage 1 systemic damage. You throw a weak spot in power, power, and constitutional checks on ability and power, and the constitution saves. Magic like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. 2 major liver damage. Once you complete a long break, you must succeed in constitutionally saving DC 15 launchers or
obtaining poisoned status until you complete the long break. Additionally, whenever you do poison damage, you will have an additional 3 (1d6) toxin damage. Whenever you drink alcohol or take another medication, you take 3 (1d6) toxic damage. Magic-like spell reconstruction can cure your liver failure. 3 minor liver damage. Once you
complete a long break, you must be constitutionally successful in saving DC 10 launchers or obtaining poisoned status until you complete the long break. In addition, whenever you do poison damage, you get an additional 2 (1d4) poison damage. Whenever you drink alcohol or take another medication, you take 2 (1d4) toxic damage.
Magic-like spell reconstruction can cure your liver failure. 4 major kidney failure. Once you complete a long break, you must succeed in constitutionally saving DC 15 launchers or obtaining poisoned status until you complete long break . Magic-like spell reconstruction can cure your kidney failure. Alternatively, someone can tend to kidney
failure and check DC 15 Wisdom (Medical) once every week. After ten successes, kidney failure is solved. 5-7 minor renal failure. This effect is the same as major kidney failure above, except that DC reserves 10 and has only six wisdom (medical) success reviews needed to resolve kidney failure. 8-10 heart damage. You gain levels of
fatigue that cannot be removed by natural means. If you fail throwing saves against fear or fear effects, you gain another level of fatigue that can be eliminated by normal means. Magic like a rebuilding spell can improve your heart damage. 11-13 Dizziness. You have a weakness about Decasterty checks, magic like a spell of
reconstruction can cure your dizziness. Alternatively, it will settle on its own in 8 weeks. 14-16 nausea. You have a weakness in the case of constitutional checks, the magical healing of nausea cures you. Alternatively, it will settle on its own in 4 weeks. 17-20 minor nausea. You must throw in the DC 10 Constitution save before you can
consume successful food. Magical healing cures your nausea. Alternatively, it will settle on its own in 1 week. d20 Long-term injury 1 brain injury. you have brain damage . You throw weaknesses in intelligence, wisdom, and charisma checks, as well as intelligence, wisdom, and saving charisma. If you fail throwing saves against
bludgeoning damage, force damage, or psychological damage, you are also perplexed until the end of your next innings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the full function of your brain. 2. Unlimited Madness. Roll on unlimited madness table in dungeon master guide. 3 severe headaches. You throw a disadvantage in checking
wisdom and saving wisdom. If you fail throwing saves against bludgeoning damage, force damage, or psychological damage, you are also perplexed until the end of your next innings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can cure your severe headaches. 4 Phobia. You develop a debilitating fear of something in the circumstances from which your
injury is achieved. For example, if you were damaged by a mind flyer, you might have a fear of octopus. DM will decide. When you face your fears, you must throw a disadvantage in all ability checks and saves. Magic like a rebuilding spell can cure your fears. 5-7 Long-term madness. Roll on the long-term madness table in the Dungeon
Masters Guide. Your frenzy lasts twice as long. 8-10 Poor character. you hurt your senses . you have a weakness in my checks . Magic like a rebuilding spell can heal your weak character. Alternatively, it will improve on its own in four weeks. 11-13 minor headaches. You have a weakness in the case of wisdom checks, magical healing
cures your minor headaches. Alternatively, they settle. Own in two weeks. 14-16 volumes inappropriate. You can't adjust your volume. When you're going to whisper, you're screaming and you're humming when you're going to shout. Magical healing cures your inappropriate volume. 17-20 Short-term madness. Roll on the short-term
madness table in the Dungeon Masters Guide. Your frenzy lasts twice as long. d20 Long-term injury 1 blindness. Your eyes are gone; Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore your eyesight. 2 minor blindness. In damaged rettins you have a disadvantage in the wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on vision and on range attack rolls.
Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore lost eyes. If you've already had partial blindness, you're blind. 3 third degree burns. You throw a disadvantage at the ability checks and the constitution of saving. If you fail throwing saves against the effect that causes fire damage, you also gain perplexed status until the end of your next turn. Magic
like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. Alternatively, someone can tend to burn and dc 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every week. After ten successes, the burns heal. If you already have third-degree burns, you will suffer fourth-degree burns instead as on the fire chart. 4 second degree burns. You have a weakness in power, power,
and constitutional checks. Magic like a rebuilding spell cures this injury. Alternatively, they will improve on their own in 4 weeks. If you already have second-degree burns, you will suffer third-degree burns instead. 5-7 large skin tumors. You will develop several large and painful skin tumors. you have a weakness in karizma checks and
wisdom . Magic-like spells rebuild the treatment of your big skin tumours. If your large skin tumours are not treated within six months, you will develop systemic damage as per the toxin table. 8-10 Small skin tumors. You suffered several small, painless skin tumors. you have a weakness in my checks . Magic-like spells rebuild the
treatment of your small skin tumours. If your small skin tumors are not treated within a year, they develop large skin tumors. 11-13 Blisters. you have a severe blister . You have a weakness in decasterity checks, blisters improve if you get a magical healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to blister and DC 15 wisdom (medical) reviews
once every 24 hours. After seven successes, blisters improve. 14-16 First Grade Bronze. You will have superficial but painful burns. Whenever you fire damage, you make an extra 1 point of damage. Magical healing burn treatment; Alternatively, they will improve themselves in 2 weeks. If you already have first-degree burns, you will
suffer second-degree burns instead. 17-20 Hair loss and cosmetic damage. The hair visible on your body burns away but will grow as normal. If you are exposed to any tattoos, they fade as if exposed to 10 from sunlight. d20 long-term injury 1 eye loss. You have a disadvantage in the wisdom (perception) of checks that rely on vision and
on range attack rolls. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore lost eyes. If there is no eye injury left after this injury is maintained, it will be blinded. 2. Loss of arm or hand. You can no longer hold something with two hands and can hold only one object at a time. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 3. Loss of leg or
leg. Your speed has been halved on foot, and you should use crutches or crutches to move unless you have a nailed leg or another prosthesis. You become susceptible after using dash surgery, you have a weakness in the Dexterity check made to balance. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the missed boost. 4 Hamstrung. Your
speed is reduced by 5 feet on foot. You must make DC 10 saving the launcher after using the dash action. If you fail the reserve, you are prone to fall. Magic-like spell reconstruction can cure your severed hamstring tendon. 5-7 major internal injury. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the
launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use reactions until the start of your next turn. Magical healing from level 6 or higher, such as healing and regeneration, improving internal damage; Alternatively, if you spend ten days doing nothing but relax, it sees self-improvement. 8-10 minor internal injury. It has the same effect
as the major internal damage above, except that the DC reserve is 10. 11-13 Terrible wound. You are speaking as bad as the wound cannot be easily hidden. You check the charisma (persuasion) and advantage in checking the charisma (intimidation) disadvantage. Magical recovery of level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction,
removes the wound. 14-16 Festive wound. Your maximum impact point is reduced by 1 every 24 hours the wound persists. If your hit point drops maximum to 0, you die. The wound heals if you receive a magical healing. Alternatively, someone can tend to ulcers and dc 15 wisdom (medical) reviews once every 24 hours. After ten
successes, the wound heals. 17-20 small wounds. The wound has no adverse effect. Magical recovery of level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, removes the wound. d20 Long-term injury 1 brain injury. you have brain damage . You throw weaknesses in intelligence, wisdom, and charisma checks, as well as intelligence,
wisdom, and saving charisma. If you fail throwing saves against bludgeoning damage, force damage, or psychological damage, you are also perplexed until the end of your next innings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore the full function of your brain. 2 deafness. Your ears are gone; Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore your
hearing. 3 minor deafness. They have meat serums. damaged , you hear hard . You check on any ability that needs to hear the disadvantage. Magic like a rebuilding spell can restore your hearing. 4 severe headaches. You throw a disadvantage in checking wisdom and saving wisdom. If you fail throwing saves against bludgeoning
damage, force damage, or psychological damage, you are also perplexed until the end of your next innings. Magic like a rebuilding spell can cure your severe headaches. 5-7 internal injury. Whenever you attempt action in a fight, you must make DC 15 Constitution saving the launcher. In a failed save, you lose your action and can't use
reactions until the start of your next turn. Magical healing of level 6 or higher, such as healing and rebuilding, treating internal damage, or if you spend ten days doing nothing but rest, it sees itself improving. 8-10 Major concussion. You throw in intelligence checks, wisdom checks, and charisma checks, as well as constitutional savings to
keep the focus a disadvantage. Magical healing level 6 or higher, such as healing and reconstruction, treats concussion. Alternatively, it sees itself improving in four weeks. 11-13 minor concussion. You have a weakness about information checks, concussion improves if you receive any magical healing; Alternatively it finds itself improving
in two weeks. If you already have a minor concussion, you will suffer a major concussion. 14-16 minor headaches. You have a weak point about wisdom checks, magical healing level 6 or higher, such as healing and rebuilding, treating headaches. Alternatively, they settle into themselves in two weeks. 17-20 severe bruising. You will
suffer severe bruising over a wide part of your anatomy. Whenever you suffer bludgeoning or force damage, you will suffer an extra point of bludgeoning or force damage. Bruising improves if you receive magical healing. Alternatively, it finds itself improving in 2 weeks. Week.
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